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The reddit sync pro App Personalizes 
the World for Thinkers

Now, they can download the reddit sync pro app and select their favorite 
topics to read offl ine, whenever it is most convenient to them.  Recently 
optimized for Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android*, the reddit sync pro app  
selects the appropriate information and makes it readily available,  
anytime, right on the high-resolution screen.

It is simple for users to cull topical subjects or refi ne reddit search  
criteria. Featuring a user-friendly interface, reddit sync pro enables easy 
following of the selected information.  In addition, there are zero   
advertisements so content will never be disrupted.  Other features include 
a sidebar subreddit navigation, as well as multi-user and multireddit  
support.  In addition, users can remember what posts they’ve read with 
the convenient reddit gold option.

With so much great content being uploaded to reddit every day, it can be 
diffi cult to keep up or to track relevant information from reputable sources.  
With the reddit sync pro app, users can search and store easily, fi nding  
the content they want and reading it when they want it.  

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 

Reddit is a fountain of information; it has gained immense popularity because there is something for everyone. Now, 
users can download the reddit sync pro app and customize their reddit content to read at their leisure.  Recently  
optimized for Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android*, the reddit sync pro app selects relevant content and makes it  
available right on the high-resolution screen.

Features of reddit sync pro  
for Intel Atom Tablets for  
Android*
  
  • Clear, High-resolution Interface
  • subreddit Navigation Bar
  • Search and Save Options
  • Multi-user Support



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Android* Delivers the Exciting Content on reddit with reddit sync pro  

It has never been easier to collect all the meaningful information on reddit with this latest optimization for Android* tab-
lets.  These high-speed, lightweight tablets provide a solid level of performance so that users can take their personal-
ized reddit content with them everywhere.  The clean, high-resolution screens make video and text easy to absorb 
and hours of functionality mean users can get to that content when they have time.  reddit is a window to the larger 
world and now with reddit sync pro, the window is wide open.

reddit sync pro is available for immediate download on Google Play. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.laurencedawson.reddit_sync.pro


